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ORGIL Batsaikhan
Member of the ADMC project technology team

Profession
 Software engineer



Educational background
 Graduated from the National University of Mongolia with a 

degree in Software Engineering
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KHISHIGBAYAR Unursaikhan
Member of the ADMC project technology team

Work experience
 Senior developer at Tugscom LLC



Successful projects
 Has experience in developing Mongolia's financial sector 

systems, such as the General Department of Taxation and 
the Customs and Financial Information Technology Center.
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BILEGSAIKHAN Chinbat
Member of the ADMC project technology team

Profession
 Software engineer



Educational background
 Graduated from the National University of Mongolia with a 

degree in Software Engineering

MUNKH-ERDENE Gongorsuren
ADMC project Technology team leader

Work experience
 Founder and Technology Director of Tugscom LLC



Educational background
 Bachelor of Science and Technology, Mongolian University 

of Science and Technology
 Specializes in VMware VD-Administrator, Microsoft Solutions 

Expert, EC-Council Certified Ethical Hacker, Linux 
Foundation-Kubernetes Certified Administrator



Successful projects
 Google, Apple компанийн хамтарсан Exposure 

notifications төслийг Монголд улсад нэвтрүүлэхэд гол 
үүрэг гүйцэтгэсэн.

 Most Fintech MostMoney project
 He played a key role in introducing the joint Exposure 

notifications project of Google and Apple in Mongolia.

BURENKHUU Burendelger
Member of the ADMC project technology team

Profession
 Software engineer



Educational background
 University of London / Queen Mary / -Bachelor of Computer 

Science and Business Administration
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ANARKHUU Ganbat
ADMC project Media Consultant

Work experience
 CEO of Oktopus Consulting
 Head of "Let's improve our success" NGO
 Founder of "24/7 sports" company



Educational background
 University of Genoa, Italy
 University of Taiwan
 Otgon Tenger University

BYAMBAKHUU Ishgaldan
ADMC Project Environment and Green Development 

Consultant

Ph.D. in Natural Sciences

Work experience
 Doctor (Ph.D) in Geo-environmental Sciences 
 Work experience:
 CEO to BGM Distribution LLC



Educational background
 NUM-School of Physical Electronics-Bachelor
 University of Tsukuba, Japan-Master in Science
 University of Tsukuba, Japan - Doctor in Geo-environmental 

Science
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OIMANDAKH Jamiyansuren
ADMC project Legal and Governance Consultant



International Lawyer (PJ.D)

CEO of Corporate Compliance Management legal and 
management consulting firm. Has more than 20 years of 
experience in international trade, finance, mining, energy and 
oil.



Educational background
 MGIMO, the RF - Master in Law Art
 Virginia State, Kaplan program, USA - Pre-Juris in 

International Law Arts



Successful projects
 United Nations Development Program projects
 Asian Development Bank projects
 Vestas Wind Turbine Pte.
 HSBC banking
 Baker & McKenzie law firm
 Rio Tinto (Oyu Tolgoi & SouthGobi Sands)

BAT-ORGIL Turbold
ADMC project External Relations Consultant



Lawyer

Dachen Dentons is a senior consultant at a law firm



Educational background
 James Madison University, USA - Master of Business 

Administration
 James Madison University, USA - Master of Public 

Administration in Political Science
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DAVAADORJ Tsenddavaa
Senior Project Economic and Financial Advisor

Doctor of Economics (Ph.D), Professor

Educational background
 Director to the National University of Mongolia, School of 

Economics, Mongolian-Japanese Human Resource 
Development Center

 Bachelor of Economics, National University of Mongolia
 Master of Shiga University, Japan
 Ph.D., Kyoto University, Japan




Research

 Third Part Evaluator on Baganuur and Shivee-Ovoo Coal 
Mine Development Project (I) (II) -2007

 “Mongolian Economic Research”, MAS grant project
 Improving the methodology for developing a business plan 

for Erdenet Mining Corporation

GABRIEL Francis
ADMC project Blockchain Consultant

Educational Background
 University of Toulos, France - Bachelor of Economics and 

Linguistics
 University of Newcastle, UK - Erasmus Program
 International Christian University of Japan
 University of Toulos, France - Master of International 

Economics



Research
 An experienced entrepreneur specializing in the supply of 

blockchain technology in Asian countries, has participated 
in many successful projects around the world. Participate in 
the international marketing of the ADMC project.
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UNUR Lkhagvadorj
CEO to Altan Dornod Mongol LLC



Ph.D in Management Sciences

CEO to Tugscom LLC

Has been a Business development director to “Seoul Group” 
LLC.



Has more than 10 years of experience as a coordinator at the 
Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the 
UN Global Compact Network in Mongolia and the World 
Economic Forum's Anti-Corruption Partnership Network in 
Mongolia.


DELGERSAIKHAN Jamsrandorj
ADMC Project Leader



Financier and economist

Work experience
 Has been working in the field of securities market, 

investment and banking since 1995, and, since 1997 he has 
been lecturing at the university in the field of investment 
and securities market.



Educational background
 Economist
 Financier
 Lawyer
 Stock market specializes in investment
 Lecturer, Associate Professor, University of Finance and 

Economics



Research and work experience
 Financial Markets, Macroeconomics, Fiscal and Monetary 

Polic
 Worked as a leader, expert and consultant in real estate and 

mining projects for over 30 years 27 / 33

GANBOLD Tordai
Shareholder of “Altan Dornod Mongol” LLC

Honorary Consul of the Oriental Republic of 
Uruguay

Educational background
 Institute of Foreign Languages
 Marketing management at the University of Finance and 

Economics, Federal Republic of Germany



Profession: Financier, economist



Languages:  Russian, French, German, English



Successful projects
 Between 2001 and 2007, when Mongolia's agricultural sector 

felt full decline, was supplying wheat from Russia and alone 
accounted for 60 percent of the national market

 In 2006, 2009, and 2013, the Corporate Hotel three branches 
were opened and a 1,200-seat concert hall was founde

 Between 2006-2009 was the CEO of the Darkhan 
Metallurgical Plant, increasing its production capacity t from 
20 up to 88 percent, and, acquired the Tumurtei deposit, 
Mongolia's largest iron ore deposit, from a Chinese 
company, making it 100 percent state-owned

  In 2011 acquired Altan Dornod Mongol LLC from a Russian 
company, the largest gold exploration and mining company 
in Mongolia, and a large area of abandoned land was 
rehabilitated and its debts were settled.

 In 2013 the Mongolian Gold Producers’ Association was 
established to unite national companies to create a 
favorable legal environment and increase the amount of 
exploitation gold, raising from 3 tons per year to 20 tons

 Between 2015-2019, the town of Shamballa Park was built 
and commissioned.
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MUNKHNYAM Baatar
Managing Director, National Quality Forum, NPO to the U.S. 

Government, Washington, DC

 Initiate and manage the reform of the company's accounting 
system, budget policies and procedures, direct the executive team 
to implement and maintain the budget plans of projects and 
departments,

 Monitors the accuracy and compliance of funding guidelines, 
compliance reports, contract reviews, and contract extensions with 
government agencies.

 


2014 to 2019. Senior Manager of Analytics/Finance Director, 
Move Sales Inc, News Corporation., Alexandria, V

 Developed multi-variable, comprehensive budgeting and planning 
models to define executive leadership strategy, advise on business 
decisions, and identify sources of costs and benefits, and, has 
successfully guided the executive team for many years. 

 Improved the company's long-term financial budget, forecast 
estimates and conclusions, was responsible for the organization's 
spending, and, improved financial performance of the budget,

 Managed cash flow, ensured funds availability, oversaw cash and 
investments.



2007 to 2014. Admin. Director-Finance and Operations, LADO 
Enterprises, Washington, D

 Completed a three-month project on restructuring more than 100 
staff, increasing profits by 150%;

 Leaded three teams, conducted a performance evaluation every 
two years, and successfully improved the professional 
development program.

 Managed 12-person three teams in financial planning, budgeting, 
accounting, reporting and SOX controls. Re-engineered the 
departments to reduce workload by 20%.

Education
 Bachelor’s Degree in Finance, Brigham Young University, 

Laie, H
 Санхүүгийн Магистр, Harvard University

Work experience:



2019-Present. Managing Director, National Quality Forum, 
NPO to the U.S. Government, Washington, D

 Main responsibilities - Direct executive teams, advise on expert 
issues, improve the organization's financial efficiency, and, resolve 
complex financial issues.

 Develop financial forecasts in the accounting procedures of non-
governmental organizations, manage Federal grants and contract 
packages, develop financial proposals of the Federal Government, 

P R O J E C T  M E M B E R S
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ADMC COIN ADVANTAGES

Coin expenditure will be focused on actual projects and 
programs. “Altan Dornod Mongol” LLC shall create an 
investment portfolio when investing in such projects and 
programs. It will also invest in mining and real estate projects, 
and programs in order to distribute the risks.



Portfolio projects, their planning and implementation will be 
publicly introduced, according to the relevant project terms. 
Relevant reports will be delivered on a regular basis within the 
framework of transparency and good governance.



Based on company experience in hotel industry, Altan Dornod 
Mongol LLC is going to invest domestically in the AAA-class real 
estate area in Ulaanbaatar city and targeted mining projects.
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based on actual projects and programs

[Warning] The main feature of ADMC Coin that sets it apart from other cryptocurrencies and 
coins shall maximize spending plans and transparency.

A D M C  C O I N  A D V A N T A G E S
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RETURN

1
Coin exchange rate fluctuations

ADMC Coin will be sold and 
reinvested its investments on the 
stock exchange to benefit from 
exchange rate fluctuations

2
Return on investment

ADMC will be enjoying returns on 
investment in domestic and 

international projects and returns 
on capital, depending on the 

success of projects and programs

3
Dividends

The ADM will benefit from the profits of the 
electronic exchanges and from the project's profits 

by converting its own coins into shares.
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EXCHANGE RATE MANAGEMENT

ADMC coin exchange rate management is based on the 
principles of supply and demand and the value, supported by 
the development of Blockchain technology, project 
management, long-term continuous value creation and stable 
coin creation strategy.



In addition to such basic strategy, the following mechanisms 
will be used for exchange rate management.
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STrategic investor

Large investment 
opportunities are allowed.


Investors will be asked a series 
of criteria related to project 

implementation, coin 
development and market 

expansion.

DEFI LIQUIDITY

Establish a liquidity fund.

INSIDER

Project owners will be locked 
their 10 percent incentives for 
2 years. Depending on the 
project implementation, the 
current situation will be 
defined.

Burn

Reserve 10 percent to manage 
exchange rate risk. If 
necessary, the coin will be 
destroyed to limit the supply.

85% 84,150,000,000

Pouring into projects and programs

3% 2,970,000,000

Collaboration

2% 1,980,000,000

Exchange Incentives

6,930,000,000 7%
Blockchain development

2,970,000,000 3%
OPEX

99,000,000,000 ADMC

DOMESTIC MARKET COIN EXPENDITURE
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TOTAL

495,000,000,000


ADMC

COIN STRUCTURE 

40% 198,000,000,000

Going public on foreign stock 
exchanges

49,500,000,0000 10%
Burn risk fund

49,500,000,0000 10%
Strategic Investments

49,500,000,0000 10%
Defi liquidity

20% 99,000,000,000

Public offering (ICO and IEO)

10% 49,500,000,0000

Project initiators
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Coin's name Altan Dornod Mongol Coin

Coin ticker ADMC

Coin Address 0x7CaE01C241213C05036A629FDDb195d35141f566

Coin Issuer “Altan Dornod Mongol” LLC

Coin standard BEP20

Total number of coins issuing 495,000,000,000

Coin unit value 1 MNT

Mining Not possible to mine

ADMC GENERAL INFORMATION
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C O I N  I N T R O D U C T I O N
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ACTION PLAN
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THE USE OF BLOCKCHAIN IN AGRICULTURE

The agricultural sector in Mongolia has the highest potential 
for blockchain development due to Mongolia's traditional 
livestock and agricultural activities. The development of 
blockchain in such industry will increase food security and 
provide opportunities in communication and confidentiality 
between the buyers and businesses. In addition, blockchain 
technology will be used to ensure that food products meet the 
health requirements of the public.
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Using blockchain in the leasing business

Leasing businesses include all real estate services such as real 
estate, office building and residential rentals. In services 
between lessor and lessee, Smart contracts can be infiltrated 
by developing a platform, based on blockchain technology. The 
platform is designed to create a unified database using the 
main advantages of blockchain technology, such as the ability 
to prevent the risk of false information transmission and 
maintain a high level of confidentiality.





Leasing services using a blockchain platform can save time, 
reduce costs, eliminate duplication, reduce the 
overemployment and increase profitability. The customer will 
be able to receive prompt service, preventing the fraud and 
receiving information from reliable sources.
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Using blockchain in the mining industry

With the introduction of blockchain technology in the mining 
sector, we plan to technologically revolutionize the entire 
process, from procurement to production, logistics and 
operation. Large mining companies incur huge costs each year 
due to delay in information exchange, ambiguity and 
incoherence. 



Our team aims to develop two types of blockchain-based 
activities in the mining sector, which will allow us to completely 
change the traditional paper-based approach, improve 
operational coordination between mining stakeholders and 
build a common trust. 



A blockchain-based online platform is being developed to 
increase the transparency in the mining sector.



Creating a consortium of all mining stakeholders from mining 
until the final product, whole process would lean on 
blockchain, that can lead to positive changes in international 
export of mining products, with certification of origin and 
reliability.
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BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT

Blockchain technology is used in all areas of business and is 
accelerating to the digital transition process around the world. 
The key feature of blockchain is its security and transparency, 
which allows it to be used in all areas of businesses.



The project team plans to develop blockchain technology, 
based on four key areas: mining, real estate, agriculture and 
government organizations. In addition to supporting the core 
operations of the ADMC Coin Project, Company aims to expand 
into a stand-alone platform, business direction in a long run.
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MINING SECTOR


We are going to invest in 
gold exploration projects 
implemented by "Altan 
Dornod Mongol" LLC.

REAL ESTATE


Currently, two construction 
projects in the city's AAA 
area of 40'000 and 42'000 
square meters, with a 50 
percent completion rate, are 
under our purchase 
acquisition to transform into 
a five star hotel and usiness 
center that meets 
international standards.

Domestic markets

MINING INVESTMENTS


We are willing to invest in a 
gold mining project in Africa 
with certain significant 
mining resources, and set 
up a transnational mining 
corporation. Initial MOUs on 
those investment projects 
has been signed.

BLOCKCHAIN


Altan Dornod Mongol has 
been investing in Mongolian 
fast-growing information 
technology sector and aims 
to bring the blockchain 
ecosystem, created by 
Mongolian youth, to merge 
with Central Asia and the 
World.

AGRICULTURE, FARMING


Uruguay is the world's 
largest producer of 
agricultural products. We 
are looking to invest in 
potential projects with the 
leading official Uruguay 
contacts.

International Markets

Project Expenditure Planning
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PROJECT POLICY, VISION

PR OJ ECT  P O L I CY ,  V I S I O N

E x c h a n g e  r a t e


m a n a g e m e n t  

T r a n s p a r e n c y ,  G o o d


g o v e r n a n c e   

F i n a n c i n g ,  P r o j e c t


m a n a g e m e n t   

B l o c k c h a i n  


t e c h n o l o g y ,  


C o i n  d e v e l o p m e n t  

P R O J E C T  I N T R O D U C T I O N                               
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Established in 1997, ADM Group's Altan Dornod Mongol 
Company was one of the largest mining companies in 
Mongolia, operating in the field of gold exploration and mining 
excavation.



Since September 2011 Altan Dornod Mongol LLC was acquired 
with other related companies, along with domestic investor 
taxes and other debts, to pay about $ 300 million in taxes, 
banking and corporate liabilities. 



Environmental issues are the priority in gold mining. More than 
2,000 hectares of abandoned land has been rehabilitated.



Altan Dornod Mongol created more than 3,500 jobs.



Moreover, the Corporate Hotel chain was founded within the 
group, a well-known brand in the real estate and hotel services.

ABOUT COIN ISSUER 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The ADMC coin produced by Altan Dornod Mongol LLC gives 
you the opportunity to strive together on a worldwide 
recognized large mining projects and valuable investments in 
the real estate market.



Altan Dornod Mongol LLC is one of the largest and most well-
known company in Mongolia. During it operations, company 
has paid more than 100 million USD in taxes in the mining 
sector alone. In the construction sector, a total of 100,000 
square meters of office, hotel and residential facilities have 
been built, and, we are planning to extend that number to 
82,000-meter construction investment programs in the near 
future. Company is also heavily investing in IT sector and 
preparing to launch the first blockchain in Mongolia to merge 
with the Central Asian markets.



Company has invested in IT company with more than 100 
software developers and is working to expand it beyond.
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STATEMENT

This Paper has only informative purpose for our ADM Coin 
investors to introduce our operations, planning and Coin 
specifications.

 

Numbers, information and the content of this Paper has no 
intention to urge people to purchase or order ADM Coins, nor 
to counsel private entities on such investments.

 

ADM Coin, issued by Altan Dornod Mongol LLC, is a new 
product and has been introduced to the crypto market, based 
on our current operations and the future projects, which can 
be converted into shares and repurchased by the coin issuer as 
an actual assets.

 

By issuing ADM Coins, Altan Dornod Mongol LLC Project team 
has plans to implement the universal policy and governance in 
order to reduce the Coin owner’s risks.
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A L T A N  D O R N O D  M O N G O L

WHITEPAPER

ADMC COIN ADVANTAGES

Given the high risk of cryptocurrencies, crypto property and 
coins, AMDC will provide the opportunity to protect coin 
owners from the risks in order to maintain the risk of coin 
owners to a minimum, and, to increase trust between Altan 
Dornod Mongol LLC and coin owners. "Altan Dornod Mongol" 
LLC is going to purchase the ADMC coin at the initial price if 
the coin owner requests within three months after the coin is 
traded on the secondary market.
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Coin owners are protected from risks

Conditions for initial purchase



ADMC coins were purchased in pre-order (ICO)



Pre-ordered coins were maintained (Hodl) without 
being traded (sold or repurchased) in any way during 
the entire period of our promise.

ADMC COIN ADVANTAGES

“Altan Dornod Mongol” LLC will always strive to have a proper 
partnership with the owners of ADMC Coin and work to 
increase transparency as follows

 Coin issuance, trading and event information shall be 
provided to coin owners on a monthly basi

 The ADMC shall provide quarterly reports to coin owners, 
including important investment-related information, such 
as long-term project action plans, implementation and 
financial condition

 The Exchange's activity report shall be submitted quarterl
 Projects, programs and company operations shall be 

audited once a year by an internationally accredited 
company
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Transparency

Implementing transparency



Submitting regular activity reports



International Audits

ADMC COIN ADVANTAGES

In a long run, shares of ADMC coin investment projects and 
shares issued by “Altan Dornod Mongol” LLC can be converted 
into the initial price of the coin owned by the coin owner.
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CONVERSION AT SHARE PRICE

Share converting potentials



Into Altan Dornod Mongol LLC shares



Into shares of new projects to be implemented under the 
ADMC coin project

ADMC COIN ADVANTAGES

Dividends will be distributed to coin owners from the profits of 
blockchain development and crypto exchanges.



Coin owners can receive dividends by converting their coins 
into the shares.
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Dividends

Conditions for Dividends



Depending on results of activities created by the 
development of blockchain



Depending on new project implemented by “Altan Dornod 
Mongol” LLC within the framework of this project



Depending on results of the exchange activities, such as the 
development of the exchange and the issuance of 
additional coins.


